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Abstract. We present a CodedVision framework to achieve image
content understanding and compression jointly, leveraging the recent
advances in deep neural networks. We have introduced an eight-layer
deep residual network to extract image features for compression and
understanding. For compression, a scalar quantizer and an entropy coder
are utilized to remove redundancy. Rate-distortion optimization is inte-
grated to improve the coding efficiency where rate is estimated via a
piecewise linear approximation. A noticeable 7.8% BD-Rate (Bjonte-
gaard delta rate) gain is presented against the state-of-the-art HEVC
intra based image compression. For content understanding, we patch
another residual network-based classifier to perform the classification,
with reasonable accuracy at the current stage.
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1 Introduction

Image, as an efficient and effective representation, illustrates the vivid natu-
ral world and events captured by either cameras or our human visual systems
(HVS). It prevails at the entire Internet scale, with approximately billions of pho-
tos uploaded and shared daily. It’s apparent that images require efficient compact
representations to save storage and improve the exchange efficiency (e.g., social
sharing). Towards this goal, images are often coded in JPEG, JPEG2000 [19],
or even other file formats [30,33]. Meanwhile, images are used by human beings
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or machines intentionally for typical vision tasks [29], such as object detection
[27], classification [12], retrieval [13] and so on. This undoubtedly demands an
explicit understanding of the image content for these aforementioned activities.
It naturally leads to a fundamental question: can we have a compact and under-
standable presentation of images, which can benefit not only compression but
also analysis simultaneously?

Unfortunately, research efforts for image compression and understanding are
often isolated for dominant applications. This is mainly because that image
compression tries to convert the raw image signal in RGB color space into com-
pressed binary stream, while image understanding extracts and analyzes the con-
tent mainly in feature space (e.g., gradients, SIFT [20], etc). Given that almost
all images are stored and shared in compressed format, image understanding
first needs to decode the binary stream into corresponding signal in raw domain
(e.g., RGB or other color spaces), which brings extra computational burden. Fur-
thermore, compressed images often incur noticeable quantization and filtering
artifacts that might impair the efficiency when performing the vision tasks (i.e.,
a heavy compression would remove or smooth sharp edges of interested object).

There are intuitive advantages in combing the image compression and under-
standing jointly. For example, it allows the compression and understanding to
be done in the edge, such as the front camera. Therefore, latency could be min-
imized when it does not require additional cycles to decode the compressed
binary stream (often using remote servers) to corresponding RGB samples. This
is a vital factor that could massively improve the emergency response efficiency
for security surveillance scenarios. Moreover, leveraging the joint compression
and understanding, we could mine effective features immediately for future
applications, such as augmented reality (AR) [2], aesthetic tendency analysis
[14,15], etc.

Because of these functional augments, numerous efforts have been devoted for
decades to consider the vision task in compressed domain,such as retrieval [21],
segmentation [26], analysis [3], saliency detection [11], and classification [36–
38]. Even though, all these studies are still in very early phase and utilize
the already compressed bit stream rather than performing the compression and
understanding simultaneously during capturing. The limited and distorted infor-
mation extracted from the compressed domain is not sufficient to guarantee the
accuracy of the vision tasks. Furthermore, it has not yet presented any system-
atic model or framework that could generate a compact and efficient presentation
to meet the requirements both of compression and analysis.

Fortunately, recent learning schemes, particularly those via deep neural net-
works (DNN) have shown brilliant potentials on image understanding [9,12,17,
18] and compression [4,7,31,32]. Note that similar neural networks are used
by aforementioned works, and features extracted from these networks also have
much in common. Therefore, we expect that both image compression and under-
standing can be combined jointly via deep neural networks. In this work, we have
developed a CodedVision framework, as shown in Fig. 1, to achieve the simulta-
neous image compression and understanding. More specifically, we have used an
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Fig. 1. Illustration of proposed CodedVision framework

8 layer ResNet [12] as the forward neural network to derive the compact feature
maps (fMaps). Upon derived fMaps, we could add additional sub-system, such as
Vision Task Engine (VTE), to perform the vision tasks; for instance, detection,
recognition, classification, retrieval and so on. In the meantime, we could apply
the Compression Engine (CE) composed by quantization and entropy coding to
have densely compacted binary stream of the fMaps.

We test compression performance on a public Kodak (http://r0k.us/gra
phics/kodak/) and CLIC (http://www.compression.cc/challenge/) test dataset,
and achieve a noticeable BD-Rate [6] improvement (i.e., averaged 7.8% on Kodak
images) against the JPEG2000 and BPG (a.k.a, a HEVC intra based image
compression method). Meanwhile, classification is selected as the first attempt
of vision task by concatenating a classifier network, and the experimental results
prove that fMaps is useful for classification. In general, joint image understanding
and compression via end-to-end learning is feasible, although it requires many
further studies.

2 Visual Primitives

Light travels across the 3-D environment and finally reaches the sensor plane of
the camera or the retina of our HVS to have imagery projection. To be honest,
our HVS is the most intelligent camera by far. It senses the surrounding natural
world visually, extracts the features of the interested object/event, and con-
structs the representation to be rendered and further understood in the brain.
This actually coincides with the computational vision theory developed by David
Marr decades ago [22], where our HVS first extracts low-level information (i.e,
gradient, texture activity, color, etc) of the visible scene in the front (i.e., referred
to as 2-D vision), followed by the connections among low-level features to depict
the contours of the object (i.e., referred to as the 2.5D vision) and the final con-
struction of the vivid 3-D vision with additional information augmented. With
the procedure discussed so far, an image I, as the representation of the visual
scene, can be simplified as the linear combinations of the visual features, i.e.,

I =
N∑

i=1

αi ·Vf (i), (1)

http://r0k.us/graphics/kodak/
http://r0k.us/graphics/kodak/
http://www.compression.cc/challenge/
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the forward network of CodedVision: (a) the architecture of
forward network (b) residual network structure (left: default in [12]; right: proposed
scheme)

with αi as the weighting coefficient, Vf (i) as a typical visual stimuli (e.g., gra-
dients, etc), and N as the total number of visual features that have contributed
to the content representation. On the other hand, Vf (i) can be also seen as
a i-th basis vector of the learned dictionaries (e.g., with either fixed or self-
adaptive atoms), and associated αi is the sparse representation of the weighting
coefficients that can be derived conventionally via orthogonal match pursuit
(OMP) [25]. This sparsity guarantees the efficiency of the compression. The
same observations are also discussed in [34,35]. In practice, these features can
be obtained via training, such as the K-SVD [1] or more recent various DNNs.

In the meantime, visual features, such as histogram of gradients (HOG) and
SIFT, are the fundamental cues for various vision tasks (e.g., detection, classi-
fication, etc). Recently, we also have noticed that learned features via DNN are
widespread in vision applications. It is natural to assume that the features used
for vision tasks might be the same as these used for compression. This actu-
ally fits the discriminative intuition of our visual system. Our HVS extracts the
salient (important and necessary) features. These features represent the mean-
ingful data for object detection, classification, retrieval and so on. With these
features well organized and compressed, they would offer identical accuracy for
content understanding after reconstruction. Then, the fundamental question is
how to extract appropriate features that can be well utilized in both understanding
and compression?

3 The CodedVision Framework

Motivated by the recent advances in DNN, we have proposed to use DNN based
learning for compact and salient feature (i.e., fMaps) extraction. Then, these
features would go through different sub-systems to facilitate the compression
and understanding, as shown in Fig. 1. For example, they are usually catego-
rized, pooled, and fused for vision tasks. In practice, this could be realized via
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Fig. 3. Illustrations of (a) end-to-end learning framework for compression(b) various
pairs of rate and distortion generated by different λ with a fixed amount of features.
Rate-distortion optimization (RDO) is performed on these discrete points, getting the
optimized red curve that covers all points on its up-right side. (c) the architecture of
backward network

a designated vision task engine. But, as for the compression engine, features are
typically quantized and entropy coded to maximally exploit the redundancy for
better storage and exchange.

We have employed the deep residual network (ResNet) [12] to extract fMaps,
because of its superior efficiency and fast convergence. Furthermore, to achieve
a better convergence speed, we replace the default rectified linear units (ReLU)
with the parametric rectified linear units (PReLU) and remove the nonlinear
mapping after the short connection [23] for each residual unit, as shown in
Fig. 2b. The forward network contains eight residual units as shown in Fig. 2a
and all the down-sampled operations are using a stride-2 4 × 4 convolutional
layer. The other convolutional layers all have 3 × 3 kernel size except the first
and last layer, which uses 5 × 5.

3.1 Image Compression

Compression is achieved via exploiting the redundancy inside the output fMaps,
as shown in Fig. 2a. Variational compression ratio could be achieved via adjust-
ing the number of fMaps. A scalar quantizer is used to reduce the number of
bits (e.g., we used fixed 6-bits in this work) for representing the exacted fMaps
produced from the forward network, followed by an entropy encoder to further
remove the statistical redundancy. This generally refers to as an compression
encoder.
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Fig. 4. Four images sampled from CLIC test dataset (a) casey-fyfe-3340 (b) lou-levit-
369 (c) IMG-20161123 (d) IMG-20170211
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Fig. 5. Compression performance comparison measured by MS-SSIM in RGB domain,
compared with JPEG, JPEG2000 and BPG (a) averaged BD-Rate on Kodak Dataset
(b) casey-fyfe-3340 (c) lou-levit-369 (d) IMG-20161123 (e) IMG-20170211

Towards the optimal performance via an end-to-end learning framework pre-
sented in Fig. 3a, a corresponding decoder is implemented in the training phase.
For instance, compressed binary stream is first entropy decoded to derive the
fMaps, followed by a symmetrical backward network to reconstruct the signal
from the reconstructed fMaps (shown in Fig. 3c). We choose the pixel-shuffle lay-
ers [28] as up-sampled operations considering their decent performance in super
resolution.

In practice, rate-distortion optimization is often used to improve the image
compression efficiency [24]. The actual bitrate depends on the entropy of the
quantized feature maps. We propose to apply the Lagrangian optimization frame-
work to jointly consider the rate loss LR and l-2 distortion loss. Here the rate
loss LR is defined as

LR = −E[log2 Pq], (2)

where LR is the entropy approximation of the fMaps at the bottleneck layer.
Since the derivatives of the quantization function are almost zero, we apply a
piecewise linear approximation of the discrete Pq to ensure it continuous and
differentiable. Note that Ballé [5] also applied similar idea to perform joint rate
and distortion optimization.

Network Training Here, we present more details on how to train CNNs used in
the work. In practice, we use the open source data sets released by the Computer
Vision Lab of ETH Zurich in CLIC competition. All the images in the training
sets are split into 128×128 patches randomly with a data augmentation method
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Fig. 6. Visualization of four-channel fMaps extracted from “door” and“hats” images

such as rotation or scaling, resulting in 80000 patches in total. The objective of
training is to minimize the following loss function:

L =
1
N

N∑

n=1

||(Yn|θ) − Xn||2 + λLR, (3)

where Xn is the input image, Yn is the decoded image, N represents the batch
size (e.g. 64), and θ represents the parameters in neural network. We introduce
the parameter λ to control the penalty of rate loss LR which is generated from
the rate estimation module as shown in Eq. (2). Inspired by transfer learning, we
also apply an easy-to-hard learning method mentioned in the deblocking method
named ARCNN [8] and first set λ to 0. Without any rate control, we use the
optimizer Adam (an adaptive learning rate method) [16] with the learning rate
0.0001 to make fast convergence and generate the pre-training model first after
100 epochs. Then we increase the value of λ with an interval of 0.0001 from
0 to 0.002 every 5 epochs to progressively improve the level of rate constraint.
Finally, it generates a lot of models with different rates and distortions to make
a sophisticated RD optimization as shown in Fig. 3b.

Performance Evaluation. We evaluate our performance on the dataset
released by CLIC and Kodak PhotoCD data set, and compare with existing
codecs including JPEG, JPEG2000, and BPG. Figure 5 shows MS-SSIM perfor-
mance over all 24 Kodak images and achieves an average 7.8% BD-Rate reduc-
tion over BPG1. Moreover, we have more impressive performance on CLIC test
dataset. We select four typical images with different types from the dataset as
test samples, as shown in Fig. 4. Finally, the BD-Rate has separately reduced
by 33.54%, 9.65%, 13.31% and 19.96%, as illustrated in Fig. 5. As can be seen
from the results, our approach outperforms BPG and JPEG2000 in both overall
performance and separate comparison using individual test image.

1 Given that BPG demonstrates the state-of-the-art coding efficiency, we mainly
present the comparison against it.
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Fig. 7. Illustrations of concatenated network for classification

Table 1. mAP of classification with different sets of input fMaps

fMap num 8 12 24

Quant 52.38% 55.45% 59.26%

no Quant 57.03% 59.54% 60.39%

3.2 Image Understanding

As visualized in Fig. 6, we have found that the characteristics of image content
(i.e., object, color, edge, texture, etc) are preserved among the ground-truth
samples in RGB domain and fMaps extracted and quantized from the afore-
mentioned network shown in Fig. 3a. Therefore, we expect that the quantized
fMaps can be used for vision tasks. Towards this purpose, we have concatenated
a classifier network with the forward network + quantizer, shown in Fig. 7. The
classifier network adopts the same ResUnit used in forward network, while the
quantized features are extended to 128 channels for classification task.

Network Training. 5k images in the training set of Pascal VOC 2012
dataset [10] are used as trainning data. The 256×256 crop is randomly sampled
from the original image or its horizontal flip, and then compressed by the for-
ward network. The output fMaps are fed into classifier network for training. The
forward network for image compression is pre-trained as detailed in Sect. 3.1
and it is fixed while training the classifier network.

Performance Evaluation. The validation set of Pascal VOC 2012 dataset is
used for testing. Every test image is randomly sampled by ten 256 × 256 crops,
and the mean average precision (mAP) is used to measure the performance
of classification. The result with different numbers of fMaps are presented in
Table 1. The second line gives the result when fMaps are quantized with 6 bits,
while the third line is the result with no quantization. It is evident that the
classification result may be affected by the number and quantization degree of
fMaps. More fMaps with bigger data size can achieve better performance. The
performance loss caused by quantization may reduce with the increase of fMaps.

Thanks to the versatile framework of CodedVsion, receivers are able to per-
form the image classification in compressed domain without fully decoding. The
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Table 2. Comparison of accuracy and processing time with other classification method

mAP Time for decoding Time for classification

CodedVision 52.38% 0 s 7.46 s

Compressed with JPEG 64.24% 24.73 s 21.69 s

Uncompressed 69.30% 0 s 21.69 s

fMaps reconstructed from the binary stream are fed into the classifier network
presented in Fig. 7 for classification. Table 2 compares the accuracy and process-
ing time of CodedVision to the conventional method (e.g. images are compressed
with JPEG), where the images are fully decoded into raw representation for clas-
sification. In the meantime, the results using uncompressed images are provided
as a reference. To make a fair comparison, the network for the other two classifi-
cation methods is a concatenation of forward network (in Fig. 2a) and classifier
network (in Fig. 7), but trained with reconstructed and uncompressed raw images
respectively. The compressed ratio is around 0.3Bpp. As seen from the table, the
classification accuracy with compressed images are lower than that without com-
pression, but with acceptable values. Moreover, the network of CodedVision is
optimized for compression in this work, resulting in performance loss for clas-
sification. Consequently, joint optimization is required for further improvement.
The processing time are collected on a server configured with an Intel Xeon
E5-2620 CPU and a NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU while processing 5822 images.
It is apparently that CodedVision consumes the least processing time as it only
needs to pass the coded bitstream without fully decoding. But for the others,
we need to fully decode the image and perform the low-level feature extraction.
Furthermore, the decoding part is required for images compressed with JPEG.

4 Concluding Remarks

A CodedVision system is developed to jointly consider the image understand-
ing and compression, under an unified learning framework that leverages the
advances in deep neural networks. We have demonstrated 7.8% BD-Rate gains
over the state-of-the-art HEVC intra based image compression and reasonable
accuracy in classification as mAP ranged from 52.38% to 59.26% in this prelim-
inary study. Aforementioned results have shown the potentials of our proposed
framework. There are many interesting avenues to explore to improve the per-
formance. For instance, it is desirable to improve the architecture of forward
network to provide more comprehensive features for vision task, investigate how
the quantization of fMaps affect the accuracy of vision tasks, and explore the
important factors of fMaps to realize more effective compression and understand-
ing. Network models should be optimized for mobile platforms for low-power
processing and massive adoption, such as innovative architectures, parameter
compression, etc. Recently, deep network training mostly demands tremendous
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cost by using a large-scale database to guarantee the model generalization. Train-
ing using a small-size set or even federated learning is worthy of further in-depth
study.
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